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Historical  origins	
o Chinese  medicine  developed  within  the  context  of  
the  social,  political,  and  geographical  milieu  of  the  
growth  and  development  of  China  throughout  its  
history.    	
o Incorporation  of  newly  discovered  medicines  
from  other  parts  of  the  world  into  the  broader  
framework  of  the  practice  of  medicine.	
o Examples  include  inﬂuences  from  Indian  
Ayurvedic  medicine,  Persian-‐‑Islamic  inﬂuences  
via  the  Silk  Road	
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Philosophical  origins	
o Taoism:  health  is  becoming  harmonious  with  nature,  
emphasizing  the  extra  channels  and  Heart-‐‑Kidney  
connection	
o Buddhism:  health  means  accepting  who  you  are,  
emphasizing  sedation  and  strategies  and  Heart-‐‑Spleen  
harmonization	
o Confucianism:  health  means  knowing  who  you  are  relative  
to  the  social  hierarchy,  emphasizing  tonic  strategies  and  
Liver-‐‑Spleen-‐‑Kidney  harmonization	
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We conducted a survival study with 10-year followup of lung (n=235) & colon cancer (n=193) patients"
o Retrospective medical record data"
o Diagnosis: biopsy/pathology reports, x-ray, CT"
o Patients treated at a Chinese medicine clinic, also
receiving care at regional oncology centers"
o Consecutive case series: all patients with lung or
colorectal cancers presenting between 1986 and 1993"
o Internal comparison: "
n patients following treatment only during chemotherapy/
radiation therapy (short-term), vs. "
n those who continued (long-term)"

o External comparison: "
n our cohort vs. "
n cancer registries (Kaiser Permanente & California Cancer
Registry)"

The  evolution  of  this  research  approach	
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(Cox, 1972; Green & Benedetti, et al. 2003; Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983; Robins 1997)"

Relevant  case  information	
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Western  medical  history  of  the  present  illness	
Laboratory  results  &  pathology  report	
Imaging  reports	
Exercise  history	
Dietary  history	
Family  history	
Seek  to  understand  current  &  historical  stresses	
Chinese  medical  history	
Pulse  &  diagnosis	
Review  of  symptoms  and  signs	
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3-‐‑week  treatment  timing	
Part  1:  begins  the  day  of  chemotherapy  infusion,  and  continues  
through  Day  3	
n
n

potentiate  chemotherapy  eﬀectiveness	
enhanced  systemic  drug  delivery  by  improving  circulation  and  
reducing  muscle  tension	

Part  2:  days  4  through  11	
n
n

help  cleanse  the  system  of  toxic  (but  no  longer  therapeutically  
active)  drug  metabolites	
help  cleanse  the  lymphatic  system	

Part  3:  days  12  until  the  day  of  next  chemotherapy  infusion	
n
n

systematically  rebuild  the  immune  system	
prepare  the  liver,  kidneys  and  bone  marrow  for  the  next  round  of  
chemotherapy	
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Treatment details"
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Treatment groups"
Short-term tx
lasting
duration of
chemotherapy
/radiation"
Lung Cancer"

Long-term
Total"
continuing after
chemotherapy/
radiation"

54"
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235"
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21!

22!

43!
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Treatment history: patients & controls"

(Broffman & McCulloch, et al. Integrative Cancer Therapies, Aug 2011)"

Stage IV Lung Cancer: Herbs & Vitamins +
Conventional therapy vs Conventional alone"
Median survival 33 months: TCM + conventional, vs.
6 months: conventional alone

(PAM+V = Pan-Asian Medicine + Vitamins; KPNC = Kaiser Registry, CCR =
California Cancer Registry)"

Stage IV Lung Cancer: how long should
supportive care continue?"
Median survival 33 months: long-term, vs.
10 months: short-term

(PAM+V = Pan-Asian Medicine + Vitamins; KPNC = Kaiser Registry,
CCR = California Cancer Registry)"

Stage IV Lung Cancer: do herbs & vitamins !
improve chemotherapy success?"

(PAM+V = Pan-Asian Medicine + Vitamins)"

Stage IIIA Lung Cancer:
do herbs & vitamins !
Integrative Cancer Therapies XX(X)
improve radiation success?"

Integrative Cancer Therapies XX(X)
Stage IIIA Lung Cancer:
do herbs &
vitamins help surgery success?	

Study results: due to treatment center, or !
the treatment itself?	

13

1,  2  and  5-‐‑year  survival  rates:  lung  cancer	

(PAM+V = Pan-Asian Medicine + Vitamins)"

Lung Cancer Survival With
Herbal Medicine and Vitamins
in a Whole-Systems Approach:
Ten-Year Follow-up Data Analyzed
With Marginal Structural Models
and Propensity Score Methods

Integrative Cancer Therapies
XX(X) 1–20
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Abstract
Complementary and alternative medicines are used by up to 48% of lung cancer patients but have seen little formal
assessment of survival efficacy. In this 10-year retrospective survival study, the authors investigated Pan-Asian medicine
+ vitamins (PAM+V) therapy in a consecutive case series of all non-small-cell lung cancer patients (n = 239) presenting
at a San Francisco Bay Area Chinese medicine center (Pine Street Clinic). They compared short-term treatment lasting
the duration of chemotherapy/radiotherapy with long-term therapy continuing beyond conventional therapy. They also
compared PAM+V plus conventional therapy with conventional therapy alone, using concurrent controls from the Kaiser
Permanente Northern California and California Cancer Registries. They adjusted for confounding with Kaplan-Meier, Cox
regression, and newer methods --propensity score and marginal structural models (MSMs), which when analyzing data
from observational studies or clinical practice records can provide results comparable with randomized trials. Long-term
use of PAM+V beyond completion of chemotherapy reduced stage IIIB deaths by 83% and stage IV by 72% compared with
short-term use only for the duration of chemotherapy. Long-term PAM+V combined with conventional therapy reduced
stage IIIA deaths by 46%, stage IIIB by 62%, and stage IV by 69% compared with conventional therapy alone. Survival rates
for stage
IV patients treated
with PAM+V were 82%
68% at 2 years,Cancer
and 14% at 5Therapies,
years. PAM+V combined
(Broffman
& McCulloch,
et atal.1 year,
Integrative
Aug with
2011)"
conventional therapy improved survival in stages IIIA, IIIB, and IV, compared with conventional therapy alone. Prospective
trials using PAM+V with conventional therapy for lung cancer patients are justified.

This is a short section for the
advocates & researchers here today…"

Long-term TCM + conventional treatment, vs.
short-term TCM + conventional treatment"
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Long-term TCM + conventional treatment, vs.
conventional treatment alone (ca registry controls )"
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Chinese herbs combined with chemotherapy:"
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Purpose
Systemic treatments for advanced non–small-cell lung cancer have low efficacy and high toxicity.
Some Chinese herbal medicines have been reported to increase chemotherapy efficacy and
reduce toxicity. In particular, Astragalus has been shown to have immunologic benefits by
stimulating macrophage and natural killer cell activity and inhibiting T-helper cell type 2 cytokines.
Many published studies have assessed the use of Astragalus and other Chinese herbal medicines
in combination with chemotherapy. We sought to evaluate evidence from randomized trials that
Astragalus-based Chinese herbal medicine combined with platinum-based chemotherapy (versus
platinum-based chemotherapy alone) improves survival, increases tumor response, improves
performance status, or reduces chemotherapy toxicity.

Twelve studies (n = 940 patients): 33% improvement
in 12 month survival (RR = 0.67; 95% CI, 0.52-0.87).
Submitted July 29, 2005; accepted
October 12, 2005.

Authors’ disclosures of potential conflicts of interest and author contributions are found at the end of this
article.
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Methods
We searched CBM, MEDLINE, TCMLARS, EMBASE, Cochrane Library, and CCRCT databases for
studies in any language. We grouped studies using the same herbal combinations for randomeffects meta-analysis.

Thirty studies (n = 2,472): 34% improvement in
tumor response (RR = 1.34; 95% CI, 1.24 - 1.46).
© 2006 by American Society of Clinical
Oncology
0732-183X/06/2403-419/$20.00
DOI: 10.1200/JCO.2005.03.6392

Results
Of 1,305 potentially relevant publications, 34 randomized studies representing 2,815 patients met
inclusion criteria. Twelve studies (n ! 940 patients) reported reduced risk of death at 12 months (risk
ratio [RR] ! 0.67; 95% CI, 0.52 to 0.87). Thirty studies (n ! 2,472) reported improved tumor response
data (RR ! 1.34; 95% CI, 1.24 to 1.46). In subgroup analyses, Jin Fu Kang in two studies (n ! 221
patients) reduced risk of death at 24 months (RR ! 0.58; 95% CI, 0.49 to 0.68) and in three studies
(n ! 411) increased tumor response (RR ! 1.76; 95% CI, 1.23 to 2.53). Ai Di injection (four studies;
n ! 257) stabilized or improved Karnofsky performance status (RR ! 1.28; 95% CI, 1.12 to 1.46).
Conclusion
Astragalus-based Chinese herbal medicine may increase effectiveness of platinum-based chemo-

Alternate Explanations for these
Survival Differences"
o Selection bias: are patients who are choosing CAM
better off to begin with?"
o Higher social and economic status: associated with less
smoking, longer survival"
o Self-efficacy (making better choices for yourself leads
to better outcomes): difficult to measure retrospectively"
o Informative censoring: did patients with worse
prognosis not continue treatment? "
o Residual confounding: other factors which contributed
to the outcome?"
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Growth  in  CAM  use  may  be  outpacing  
growth  in  pharmaceutical  development	

Annual new drug approvals (new chemical entities)"
Annual drug R&D (U.S. billions)"
Annual out-of-pocket spending on CAM (U.S. billions) "
(Eisenberg, Davis et al. 1998; Nahin & Dahlhamer, et al. 2010; Stockwell, 2011)"

Non-‐‑randomized  studies  of  alternative  medicines  are  essential!    
  

Very  few  federally-‐‑funded  randomized  cancer  trials  happen…	

(Source: PubMed systematic search, 1995-2010, NHS/NCI/NCCAM grants, all RCTs)"

Randomized trials can show inflated
therapeutic benefit compared to real-world use"
o In meta-analyses comparing RCTs to observational
studies, RCTs showed exaggerated benefits in:"
n Antidepressants in major depressive disorder: a 5-fold
inflation of drug benefits (Naudet  &  Maria,  et  al.  2011)	
n Drugs  to  reduce  bleeding  during  angioplasty:  a  2-‐‑fold  
inflation of drug benefits  (Centurión,  2010)	
o In a meta-analysis of 110 RCTs:  Primary  outcomes  changed  
in  34%  of  trials,  and  secondary  outcomes  in  70%,  between  
time  of  trial  registration  &  publication. (Ewart & Lausen, 2009)!
o Clinical trial protocols may exclude as many as 60% of
patients who would otherwise be eligible for a therapy in
community care practice. (Gandhi & Ameli, et al. 2005)!

Patient are reluctant to join randomized trials,
limiting their feasibility for CAM"
o Less than 3% of cancer patients will participate in
randomized trials (Murthy & Krumholz, et al. Jama 2004) "
o This may even be more so the case with CAM trials,
because CAM therapies are so widely available."
o Many CAM therapeutic approaches show positive data in
observational studies, but RCTs are proceeding very
slowly, and other questions may never be answered, or
answerable, by RCTs."
o Question: are randomized trials really the best way to
evaluate CAM efficacy?"

Observational (non-randomized) studies &
RCTs: both have advantages & limitations "
RCTs"

Observational studies"

Very high; also vulnerable
to financial interest bias"

Very low"

Selection
bias"

Overly selected patients"

Selection bias in who
chooses CAM"

Feasibility"

Patients recruitment for
CAM trials difficult"

Very high (data already
exist)"

Internal
validity"

Less confounding by
unmeasured variables."

Analysis relies more on
breadth of data"

External
validity"

Highly constrained
clinical context"

More representative of how
CAM is used in practice"

Cost"

Capabilities  &  unique  features  of  Propensity  Score  
analysis  in  observational  data	
o Can  provide  near-‐‑randomized  comparability  between  
groups  in  observational  studies  (given  enough  variables  
that  could  contribute  to  the  outcome).  	
o Essential  to  reducing  bias  self-‐‑selected  treatment  seWing.	
o Can  identify  true  causal  eﬀects  sometimes  not  found  
through  traditional  association  models	
o A  standardization  tool,  making  groups  comparable  based  
on  probability  of  having  been  treated,  given  individual  
characteristics,  such  as  age,  gender,  and  other  variables	
o Never  before  applied  in  studies  of  Chinese  herbal  
medicine  and  cancer  survival"

Rules,  Guidelines  &  Capabilities	
o Consecutive  case  series:  everyone  case  counted.	
o Lag  time:  ruled  out  with  sensitivity  analysis.	
o Propensity  Score  analysis:  allow  causal  
inference,  and  addresses  selection  bias."
o Ideally  suited  to  analyzing  practice  center  data.	
o Simple,  elegant,  sophisticated  alternative  at  
lower  cost  than  randomized  trials.	
www.pinestreetfoundation.org"
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